
Breaking the Code 
Critical Thinking in Science Fiction 

 
Name: _________________________ 

D. McEvilly, English 

 
Instructions: Identify the elements that comprise sci-fi: science, setting, and speculation. Then see if you can infer what 
the message or warning might be: What does this “alien” story tell us about ourselves? What is the allegory? 
  
Title: Frankenstein 

 

SCIENCE 
List two separate and significant elements of future science. 

1. Developing (for the time) sciences of anatomy, biology, and chemistry—including autopsies, which were taboo 

2. Reanimation of stitched-together lifeless matter into a “human being” 
 

“ALIEN” SETTING 
Identify the setting (present, future, alternate universe, alternate reality, alternate history) then describe its “alien” features. 

1. Present 

2. To early 19th century readers, most of whom had never left their village, a creepy laboratory 

 of a mad scientist in Switzerland, along with a chase from Russia, into the mountains, through 

 the forests, across Europe, and out to the North Sea, must have seemed very alien. 

 

SPECULATION 
Identify two general thematic ideas explored and find a meaningful example of each from the story.  

Think in terms of universal concepts: themes—not plot or conflict or features. Use your “Prime Directive” to help. 
Choose wisely: the thematic ideas you select may flow into the larger message or insight you will develop next. 

 
1. God-Complex 

ex. As his head grows larger, Victor’s quest to reanimate life becomes less about science and more about his 

ego as he utterly fails to predict the consequences of—or take responsibility for—his reckless ambition. 

2. Nature vs. Nurture 

ex. The monster claims to have been born innocent and frightened, and that any violence in his heart or in his 

action is simply a response to Victor’s abandonment and the cruelty with which he had been treated both by 

Victor and by society. 

CENTRAL ALLEGORICAL MESSAGE OR INSIGHT 
Do not tell me about the story. Tell me what we’re meant to learn from the story. Connect to us. 

Do not use any variation of the phrases: “I believe…” “Anything is possible…” “Stand up for what you believe…” 
“Never give up…” “Careful what you wish for…” or “Don’t judge a book by its cover…” Be insightful. 

 
Monsters are not born but made, and we must approach the unfamiliar with open-mindedness, rather  

than fear—or else risk the loss of our own humanity in our quest to define it in others. 


